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WHAT CHARACTERISTICS DO DIFFERENT
TEXTILES HAVE?
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Textiles
Textiles are divided into two main groups: natural fibres and man-made fibres.
These are treated differently in the washing and drying process as each textile has its own special
characteristics, which must be taken into account.
By knowing the textile and its fibre you can make sure that you wash the textile in the correct way
which will generate the best wash result.
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Textiles

Textiles are divided into two main groups: natural fibres and man-made fibres. They are in turn
divided into smaller subcategories, each with its own characteristics and wash specifications.

Textiles
Man-made fibres

Natural fibres

Plant fibres

Animal fibres

Synthetic fibres

Regenerated fibres

Cotton
Linen

Wool
Silk

Polyester
Acrylic
Polyamide

Viscose

Natural fibres/Plant fibres
- Cotton

•
•
•
•
•

The largest of the plant fibres
Its range of applications is almost unlimited and it is often used to make garments, towels, bed
linen and home textiles in general.
Cotton is a high quality material with high wear resistance.
It endures powerful processing and high temperatures up to 60-95°C.
Cotton also has low elasticity and will easily shrink and wrinkle.
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Natural fibres/Plant fibres
- Cotton

+ Good strength in wet conditions

Soils easily

+ Temperature resistant

Low elasticity

+ Alkali resistant

Tends to wrinkle and shrink (up to 10%)

+ High wash durability
+ Good moisture absorption
+ Can be treated to resist
shrinking and wrinkling

Natural fibres/Plant fibres
- Linen/Flax
•
•
•

The best fibre is taken from the stalk of the blue-flowered flax-plant.
Linen is used when a stiff and lustrous surface is desired, such as for tablecloths and
serviettes.
Linen is not as wash-resistant as cotton and should preferably be washed at lower
temperatures (below 60°C).

Natural fibres/Plant fibres
- Linen/Flax

+ Strong both in wet and dry conditions

Stiff, breaks easily

+ Good moisture absorption

No elasticity

+ Smooth and compact

Tends to wrinkle

+ Good resistance to dirt

Expensive

Natural fibres/Animal fibres
- Wool
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal fibres with sheep’s wool are the most common.
The material encapsulates air in both dry and wet conditions, which is why woollen materials
feel warm.
The shape of the wool fibre is wrinkled and has good stretch properties.
The material creases only slightly.
During washing, wool is sensitive to mechanical action.
Woollen garments marked
contain pure wool.
Wool should not be dried in the TD or at 40°C.

Natural fibres/Animal fibres
- Wool
+
+
+
+
+

Good moisture absorption
Good insulation ability
Good elasticity and stretch recovery
Naturally flame retardant
Easy to treat against shrinkage

Weak in wet conditions
Very sensitive to mechanical treatment in wet
conditions
Not durable to alkali and enzymes

Natural fibres/Animal fibres
- Silk
•
•
•
•
•

Originates from the cocoon of the silkworm
Often used to make garments like blouses and ties
Has good strength and elasticity qualities
Silk requires the same gentle care as wool and should be washed at low temperatures
(maximum 40°C)
The material should not undergo heavy extraction or drying in the TD
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Natural fibres/Animal fibres
- Silk
+ Good strength

Not durable to temperature

+ Smooth surface

Low durability to abrasion

+ Good moisture absorption

Not durable to alkali and enzymes

+ Easy to clean

Not durable to sunlight and sweat

+ Does not tend to shrink
+ Soft and cool

Expensive

Textiles
- Man-made fibres/Synthetic
Synthetic fibres are manufactured from the raw materials, petroleum or coal, in a chemical-technical
process. There are a great number of synthetic fibres available with the most common being
polyester, acrylic and polyamide fibres.

+ The advantage of synthetic materials is that they are easy to wash and they dry quickly as they do
not retain water. Synthetic textiles should be washed as fine wash and only short extraction times
are recommended.
- The fibres feel cold in cold weather and wet and sticky in hot weather.

Synthetic Textiles
- Polyester, Polyamide, Polyacrylic
+ Very good strength properties

Poor moisture absorption

+ Resistant to chemicals

Sensitive to heat

+ Does not tend to wrinkle easily

Pilling ability increases in mixtures with other
fibres

+ Easy to wash
+ Dries quickly

“Plasticky” feel

Textiles
- Man-made fibres/Regenerated
Regenerated fibres breathe in the same way as natural fibres and consequently feel pleasant
against the skin. The most important and most commonly used regenerated fibre is viscose,
which is produced from cellulose coming from wood pulp.
Viscose is available in several different variations, from material requiring high washing
temperatures and powerful processing (similar to cotton) to qualities that cannot withstand
temperatures higher than 40°C.

Regenerated Textiles
- Viscose
+ Looks like cotton

Low tensile strength in wet conditions

+ Good moisture absorption

Not durable to temperature

+ Cheaper than cotton

Tendency to shrink and wrinkle

Regenerated Textiles
- Lyocell (Tencell)
+ Equal or better tensile strength than cotton in both dry and wet conditions
+ Environmentally adapted production

Regenerated Textiles
- Acetate
+ Wrinkles less than viscose

Low durability to wash

+ Does not shrink

Low moisture absorption

+ Looks like silk

Textiles
- Blended Material
When manufacturing garments, different fibres can be combined in order to get the best qualities
from each respective fibre.
E.g. a pair of socks with a wool/synthetic blend will be:
- stronger than a pair of socks made by only wool
- warmer than a pair of socks made only by synthetics
Furthermore, materials with cotton/synthetic blend will provide:
- a more crease-resistant fabric than those made from cotton only
- a fabric that only shrinks slightly compared to those made of cotton

Special Fabrics
➢ Prints
➢ Flocked
➢ Moire
➢ Lamés
➢ Novelty tweed
➢ Coated
➢ Fake fur
➢ Pearled and spangled
➢ Alcantara
➢ Heat-sealed/interfacing

Printed fabrics

What are they?
Tissues, often united on which patterns are printed.
These prints are generally made on natural or artificial fibres:
Cotton
Linen
Silk
Viscose
Maintenance
The prints are generally resistant to wet cleaning.
Prevention
If in doubt, test on printed items before using the machine. This test is done using a piece of white
cotton wet and detergent diluted to 33%

Flocked fabrics

What is it?
Flocking is obtained by the projection of short fibres on a textile backing covered with adhesive
identifying patterns. These fibres fall and placed vertically through a magnetic field (the phenomenon
of static electricity).
Maintenance
The prints are generally resistant to wet cleaning.
Prevention
If in doubt, test on printed items before the machine. This test is done using a wet piece of white
cotton and detergent diluted to 33%.

Moiré fabrics
What are they?
In textiles, a moire, less often moiré, is a fabric with a wavy (watered) appearance produced mainly
from silk, but also wool, cotton and rayon. The watered appearance is usually created by the
finishing technique called calendering. Moire effects are also achieved by certain weaves, such as
varying the tension in the warp and weft of the weave, or by running the fabric through engraved
copper rollers. Silk treated in this way is sometimes called watered silk.
Moiré is obtained by the crushing of the fabric specifically using a metal heating calendar.
Moiré gives a reflection-shimmering fabric. The memory is mainly on:
silk
viscose
acetate or cellulose triacetate.
Accidents encountered:
Moring disappear with water or steam on fibre semi-permanent. NB: When fabrics undergo changes
in physical appearance such as moiré, pleating, etc.. They are permanent or semi-permanent.
Textiles semi-permanent: natural fibres and viscose
Textiles permanent: synthetic fibres, cupro, acetate and cellulose triacetate.
Be careful:
Moiré fabrics in natural fibres (silk) and viscose cannot be wet clean.

Coated fabrics

What are they?
The coating consists of coating the surface of a textile product’s substrate in order to impart
particular characteristics. The support is usually canvas or cotton jersey. Product coating may be
of PVC, PU, acrylic or rubber.
Accidents encountered:
shrinkage and hardening of PVC when drying
peeling of PU when drying
partial separation of the rubber when drying
cracking of rubber by mechanical excessive overload when the wash or spin is too high or too
long.
Prevention:
Do not overload the washing machine.
Do not dry coated fabrics in a dryer but on a hanger to dry.

Lamés fabrics
What are they?
Fabric containing gold string, silver or string imitating these metals such as Lurex (trademark)
containing a polyester sheath.
Accidents encountered:
Tear of polyester sheath by mechanical excessive spotting.
Oxidation of the string by an acid or anti-rust agent.
Prevention:
Do not apply stain acidic products such as:
acids
anti-rust.
Avoid mechanical action spotting.

Fused fabrics
What are they?
Assembly using adhesive and heating of a fabric on it’s reverse side. Two principles:
industrial thermal bonding of the fabric by the adhesive plus or minus 50°C.
cold fusing the fabric by an aerosol.
Accidents encountered:
Blistering due to a partial stabilizer by:
a drying temperature higher than the bonding temperature
high humidity (under rain) or during wet cleaning.
Detachment of the interlining can cause stain release from products containing
solvent (acetone, amyl acetate, etc..).
Maintenance:
Avoid prolonged drying articles which are fused in case of blistering.
Reshape:
Fused items such as jackets can catch up finish. After ironing full article, proceed to catch up on the table
to place the cold wind to pick garment interlining with iron while spraying. Dry the item with the aspiration
of the board without applying the iron.

Novelty Tweed fabrics

What is it?
The fabrics are often made of wools of at least two colours with armor derived from the canvas or
twill woven loosely.
Accidents encountered:
Son learned when cleaning and / or drying by hanging with other Articles
(zippers, hooks, etc ...).
Maintenance:
Last mesh section to the extent possible.

Fake fur fabrics

What is it?
The fabric often made of acrylic fibres attached to a support stocking.
Accidents encountered:
Disorientation of the fibres if the drying cycle is too long or drying temperature is too high. Disorientation
of the fibres if spotting steam is used.
Maintenance:
Cleaning Lagoon ® with the corresponding cycle.
Drying at 50 °C max.
Ironing or spraying prohibited.

Fabrics coated with grease

What is it?
The fabric often made of cotton coated with grease, making the waterproof section (but not to dirt).
Accidents encountered:
Partial or complete dissolution of the grease stain with products containing solvent (acetone, amyl
acetate, etc.)..

Special fabrics
Permanents and semi-permanents

Fabrics having undergone physical finishes
and /or chemical finishes such as:
- Moiring
- Pleated
• Permanent fabrics whose fibres resist water-based treatments:
-Synthetics
-Cellulose acetate
-Cupro
• Semi-permanent fabrics whose fibres do not resist water-based treatments:
- natural fibres
-viscose

Same security steps

Whatever the fabrics, the tissues, we always need to double-check all issues
before starting the cleaning cycle.
Even though silk is a strong fibre, it is recommended to confirm several points:
-Control the dyings
-As it is an expensive process, some manufacturers do not complete the dying cycle and colours
are not fixed properly.

-Control the shape of the garment
-As it is a natural fibre, the “history” of the item will disappear,
-In some situations (small creases) wet cleaning will not be adapted.
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